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1 . Introductio n

Even though the penetration of atomic particles into matter now ha s

been studied for about half a century, further experimental investigation s

are strongly needed in the low energy part of the range in which the energy

loss due to the elastic scattering equals or exceeds the inelastic energy losses .

The stopping due to the elastic scattering (in most literature called th e

nuclear stopping) was discussed by Bolin' in 1948 . The Bolin theory wa s

further developed by LINDHARD and SCHARFF 2 and by LINDHARD, SCHARFF

and SCHIØTT 3 (in the following referred to as L.S .S .) . They derived a univer-
sal curve for the nuclear stopping power by using the Thomas-Fermi mode l
of the atom to determine the screening effect from the electrons on the nuclea r

Coulomb interaction potential between the colliding particles . Also using th e

Thomas-Fermi model LINDHARD and SCHARFF 2 developed a theory for the

inelastic losses (the electronic stopping power) and found these to be propor-
tional to the particle velocity, over the energy range in which the nuclear

stopping is of importance .

In figure 1 is shown the theoretical universal curve for the nuclea r

stopping power (de/de)n together with a typical electronic stopping power

curve (ds/de)e and the resulting total stopping power curve (de/de) t . The
particle energy E and the range R are replaced by the dimensionless para -

meters e and e as defined in L .S .S . 3 .

Systematic measurements of the pure electronic stopping power a t
higher e-values, ORMROD and DuCawoRTH 4, ORMROD et 81. 5 , HVELPLUND 6

and HÖGRERG', have shown rather strong oscillations around the theoreti-

cally predicted values due to atomic shell effects .

An experimental test of the theory of the nuclear stopping in the energy
range below the crossing of the nuclear- and electronic stopping power curves ,
i .e. e < 4, is desirable, but until now very few such measurements exist .

In 1963, with a gas cell with two small openings followed by an electrostati c
energy analyser, very heavy particles with e-values from 0 .01 to 1 was studie d
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Fig. 1 . Theoretical stopping power curves from LINDHARD, SCHARFF and SCHIØTT' .

by SIDENIUS 8 . With time-of-flight method and a-recoils the stopping in thi n
solid films was measured by ZAHN 9 in 1963, MARx 10 in 1966, POOLE et al. l l

in 1967 and HANCOCK et al . 12 in 1969 ; the method is very limited in particle-
and energy range, but allows measurements with e-values about 0 .1 . In
1971 the stopping of 3 < Z, < 18 ions with 4 .5 to 46 keV energy (e-value s
from 0 .7 to 21) was measured in carbon foils by HöGBERG7, 1 3

However, in all these measurements a narrow acceptance angle of th e
detection system was used . The measured stopping power is therefore what
we shall call the stopping power in the forward direction, which in most case s
differs from the total mean stopping power . It is therefore of importance to
define as clearly as possible the various stopping data found from theory
and experiment and to discuss the obtainable accuracy before the description
of the present experiment .

2. Definition and Analysis of Stopping Parameter s

The different parameters observable for a beam of particles penetratin g
a stopping layer will first be summarized . As stopping media only gases and
amorphous solids are considered . The stopping layer shown in figure 2 i s
homogeneous matter with the molecular density N. and plane paralle l
surfaces separated by the distance d . Ideally the matter consists only o f
atoms of one element with the atomic number Z 2 and the mass number M 2 ,
but in practice compound molecules must also be considered .

The incident particle beam is considered to be ideal, i .e. a parallel,

monoenergetic, narrow beam entering the stopping medium perpendicula r
to the surface . The incoming particles have atomic number Z,, mass number
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Fig . 2 . Definition of stopping parameters .

M 1, and energy E10, their number per unit time is N10, and their charge

state is nilo .
The primary particles emerging from the stopping layer are well define d

only in element and mass, Z 1 and M 1 , and the number of particles leavin g

per unit time NY2 , whereas the rest of the parameters are now described b y

distribution functions . In many cases these are non-Gaussian and non-sym-
metric, as shown in figure 2 .

From the energy distribution n(E12 ) one may derive, the mean energy

17 12, the most probable energy Ê 12 , and one or more parameters definin g

the shape of the distribution .
The multiple scattering, which is directly correlated to the nuclear

stopping cross section, produces two phenomena : an angular deflection

distribution n(vl) and a radial displacement distribution n(rl) in the emer-
ging primary particles . As a rule, the radial displacement is measurable only
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when the stopping element is a gas, whereas the angular deflection can b e

rather easily measured for a solid stopping element, but only with difficult y

when the stopping element is gaseous .

Important information is contained in the relative abundances of the
charges, nî 12 and excited states, 11x 12 of the emerging primary particles . The

study of these effects using beam foil spectroscopy 14 and beam gas spec-

troscopy14 has become a growing field in the last few years .

Not shown in figure 2 is the secondary particle emission ; from both th e
front and rear surfaces recoil target atoms and electrons will be ejected .

These will be widely distributed in energy, angle, charge state, relativ e

abundance, etc .
Important information about the slowing down process is contained i n

the ionization and excitation of the target atoms, effects which normally are

observable only in a gaseous stopping element . For the present experimental
technique the number of ionpairs created in the stopping layer per penetratin g
particle, dNi, as well as the total number of ionpairs Ni created along th e

whole range of the particle are especially important parameters .

Figure 2 also illustrates the definition of the different stopping lengths .

dR is the actual path length, dR, is the vector length defined as the linear

distance between the entrance- and exit points of the particles, and dRp is

the projected length as measured in the initial direction . For a plane parelle l

layer dRp is the same as the thickness d .

Iri the L .S .S. theory 3 the stopping power is defined as the average energ y

loss dE per unit path length dR .

(dEJdR)th. = N2S = N2.f Td6(T)

where N2 is the number of scattering centers per unit volume and S is th e

stopping cross section per scattering center . This is not a real cross section ,

but is the average energy loss per scattering center . da(T) is the differentia l

cross section for the energy transfer T, which may be both elastic and in -

elastic. Normally it is impossible to observe the path length dR ; therefore, t o

define the experimental stopping power, either dR, or dRp will have to b e

used . dRp is the only stopping length, which can be measured for both a soli d

and a gaseous stopping layer. Hence the fundamental experimental stoppin g

power is defined as

1

(dEf dR)tm = dE
t m E1o - ~12

E1o
- Ni2 o E12

	

(2 )

dRp dRp

	

dRp

(1)
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This is the total mean stopping power, i .e . the energy analysis shall

include all emerging primary particles, independent of their angle, radia l

displacement and charge state* .

If the energy analysis excludes some of the emerging primary particles ,

as hitherto always has been the case, a fractional mean stopping power is

obtained

1
Eio - T Z ôfE i s

(dE fdR)f,a =
dEf„L -

	

Rf

dRp Rdp
(3)

The most common fractionization is the exclusion in the energy analysi s
of all charge states except singly charged ions . If the stopping layer is much
thicker than is needed to ensure charge equilibrium the charge fractionizatio n

should not be expected to introduce any significant error, even thoug h

ALLISON 1 5 has shown that there is a pronounced difference in the electronic
stopping of neutral, singly or doubly charged particles .

In the case of a solid stopping layer a rather common fractionization i s

the exclusion of emerging particles with an angular deflection larger than a

normally very small angle 0a, determined by the acceptance angle of th e

energy analyser .
For a gaseous stopping layer the use of a small outlet opening exclude s

emerging particles with a radial displacement larger than the opening radiu s

r° ; often a further exclusion follows due to the limited acceptance angle o f

the energy analyser. Here, it may be worthwhile to note that when M1 /M 2 is

close to unity about 30 0 / 0 of the nuclear stopping is caused by collisions with
a deflection of the primary particle larger than 45 degrees !

If the measurement is performed in the forward direction with a smal l

acceptance angle the measured energy loss is caused mostly by the electronic

stopping . This has been utilized in measurements of the pure electroni c
stopping4, 5, s, 7 . However, for a test of the nuclear stopping theory it is an

absolute requirement that the energy analysis incorporates all emergin g
primary particles . Only for very heavy particles stopped in a light gas
(MI WM2 > 100) and a thick stopping layer is the fractionization effect negli-

gible' . FIÖGBERG 7, 13 has studied the influence of the target thickness an d

used it to determine what he calls the saturation value of the nuclear stopping ,
but it still is the stopping in the forward direction and all large angle scattere d
particles are excluded .

* More correctly, the last term should be	
t

completely in the layer .

	

N1o

since particles may he stoppeds



Since dRv is more closely related to the path length dR than is dRp . a
better test of the theoretically predicted stopping power would be obtained b y

a measurement of the total mean vector stopping power :

1

(dE/dR) t mv =
dEmv =

dR v

(4) is the same as (2) except that dRv replaces dRp, i .e . instead of a plane

exit surface a sperical surface with the radius dRv is used .

In practice such measurements are possible only in a gas and only b y

using an outlet opening, which can be rotated around the inlet opening, thu s

permitting integration over all angles . A few unpublished measurements o f

this kind using a slight modification of the equipment described in ref .', con-

firmed the previously measured stopping power data for 2Ga in H 2 gas

except for a correction factor of 1 .1 . However, the measurements still suffere d

from a limited acceptance angle of the energy analyser .

A search for an energy analyser for low energy heavy particles with a

fractionization effect as small as possible was initiated ; the resulting heavy
ion detector is described in section 4 . It permits measurements with very low

energy particles and it has solved nearly all problems connected with th e

fractionization effects . It is, however, sensitive also to the recoils and thei r

influence is therefore discussed in the following section .

3 . The Recoil Effect

For M 1 M 2 a maximum energy (Tm) equal to the total energy E l of

the primary particle may be transferred to the secondary particle in a single
collision . Since secondary and primary particles are indistinguishable, a

fundamental and serious experimental problem is created . As a result of th e
rather slow variation of Tm with M1 /M 2i the problem is present for a wid e

M1/M2 range .

Theoretically, it will be so, that if a very thin stopping layer with appro-

ximately single collision condition is placed in front of a detector with a 2 n

acceptance angle and the electronic stopping is negligible, all the recoi l
energy will be transferred. to the detector . If the detector then linearly sum s

the energies of the primary particle and its accompanying recoil particles ,

the result will be a 100 °/o error in the measurement of the elastic energy loss !

Elo -

(4)
1V12

dRv
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This is, however, for an ideal linear detector which gives a voltage signa l

proportional to the particle energy Ep . Fortunately the detector used in th e

present experiment is not ideal and the signal is a nonlinear function of the

heavy particle energy. This, as will be shown, helps to decrease the error of

100 °/o to less than 33 °Jo .

The detector is a low pressure proportional counter which gives a signa l
proportional to the number Ni of ion pairs formed in it by the particle . Ni ,

however, is not proportional to the energy Ep of the particle, but (sec part 7

and figures 6 and 7) empirically Ni was found to be approximately

Ni = W2^-
kEp

	

(5)
~

k 2 Ep

Wi is the average energy needed to create an ion pair, which for low particl e

energy will be

+ k1

(6)

and hence
E 2

Ni ^ ~ .
kw

The detector is followed by an electronic analog device, which makes
the output Ud proportional to the particle energy

Ud -
J/

At
Ep2 = kdEp

	

(8)
kw

A t is the total gain of the system and k i , k 2 , kw, ka are constants .
Suppose M 1 = M 2 and hence Tm = E 1 . With no stopping layer the signa l

Udois

(7)

Udo = kdE10 . (9)

With a stopping layer inserted and assuming the recoil atoms not t o

reach the detector, the signal corresponding to an energy transfer T i s

Udt = 1 %l-(E1o- T) 2 = kd(E2o- T)

	

(10)

whereas if the recoil atom reaches the detector, the signal is, kw here being

the same for particle and recoil atoms :
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The difference between Udo and Ud, is correctly proportional to th e
energy loss T

u n( T) = Udo - Udi = kdT

	

(12)

whereas the difference between Ud o and Ud2 is

u2( T) = Udo - Ude = kd(Eno - VEL + 2T° - 2EnoT)

	

( 13)

which may be written, introducing the ratio r T :

T
FT = -

En o

1-V 1 - 2rT +24
II Z (T,rT) = kdT

	

= u l( T f(r T) .
I' T

The function f(rT) is shown in figure 3 together with the relative erro r

4u(T)fun( T) =
un(	

u) (T)

	 (T)

	

(16)

As seen the relative error is nearly proportional to T .
Next we want to find the average energy loss, dEn, and its error. We use

the simple power law cross section from L .S .S . 3 with s = 2, and obtain ,
introducing the ratio rT ,

C 2
da(rT) =

	

3~2 drT
Eio rT

where the constant C 2 is equal to half the value of the nuclear stopping cros s
section, which is independent of energy.

The average voltage signal Ii i for the correct measurement will b e

i

~n = kd dRN2~ o Eno rT
Eiolr2

drT =kddEn .

	

(18)

According to fig . 3 u2 (T, rT) may be approximated by u 2 = kdEnorT
(1 - r T), and the average signal obtained, if recoils reach the detector, i s

((Eno - T) 2 + T2) = kd Y (Eio - 2T) 2 + T 2 .

	

(11)Ud2 =

(14)

(15)

(17)
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Fig . 3 . The recoil influence in single collision events plotted as a function of r T = T/E lo . Th e

function f(rT) = u 2 /u l is the ratio between the recoil influenced signal and the correct signal and

du(T)/u l (T) is the relative error.

ù 2 = k d dRN
2J

EiorT(1 -rT)	 C23/2drT = 1ed dEn .

	

(19)
°

	

Eioj'T

When M 1 /M 2 deviates from unity, the difference ùlû 2 is smaller and

thus the relative error in the energy loss measurement never exceeds 33 0/ 0 .
This is for an assumed single collision condition, where the energ y

distribution of the recoils is proportional to r2, 372 but in an actual stopping

layer with multiple collision condition the energy distribution is expected to

be proportional to r1, 2 as has for instance been found for sputtered . particles''' .
With such a distribution the relative error is reduced to less than 20 °f o and
the angular scattering and inelastic losses will further reduce this value .

This was demonstrated by a calculation of the fraction of the total

elastic energy loss, which reaches the detector volume as recoil energy . As
above, the power law cross section with s = 2 and M 1 = M 2 was used, and i t

was assumed that the stopping consists of a part independent of energy ,

called the homogenenous part, caused by inelastic stopping and smal l
angle collisions and a part caused by large angle collisions .

The results are shown in figure 4 . The thickness 4R of the stopping

layer was varied, and the ratio rE between the homogeneous energy loss in
4R and the primary particle energy E 1 , is used as a parameter . dEn is the
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Fig . 4 . Fraction of the elastic energy loss transported by recoils into the detector from dx,
(dE r /dEn), and from AR, (/Er/dEn) and the relative error, dUr/dUn, on the detector signa l
plotted as functions of the parameter rE (see test) . A single event is shown very schematically .

total elastic energy loss in a thin layer dx next to the entrance surface . dEr i s
the part of dEn which is transported through the stopping layer 4R to the

detector . 4Er and dEn, corresponds to the whole stopping layer .

Especially dEr/dEn is strongly affected by the total stopping laye r

thickness . This leads to the conclusion that the best method in stopping powe r
measurements is to add stopping layers in increments of dx, adjust the

primary particle energy for each step with an energy increment dE so tha t

the average detector signal stays constant and in this way obtain a dE/dx
value. Hereby it is obtained, that in the layer between the dx layer and the

detector volume the particle energy and the recoil balance is nearly unchange d

and the error is caused only by the recoils from dx and hence, as seen from

figure 4, decreases rapidly with increasing thickness of the total stopping

layer .

If the reduction effect of the detector nonliniarity is also taken into con -

sideration, the resulting relative error on the detector signal, dUr/dUn, shown

in figure 4 is obtained. Thus the error is very small, except for the first few

steps in a measurement.
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Fig . 5 . The mechanical design of the detector system .

4. Experimental Apparatus

The fundamental problem of obtaining full transmission from th e
stopping layer to the energy analyser is solved by using a low pressure pro-

portional counter as the energy detector and through the use of the same ga s
in the stopping layer and in the detector thus permitting the use of a hig h
transmission grid between them .

In figure 5 is shown a somewhat simplified drawing of the system . The
ion beam which is precollimated by a 2 mm diameter aperture enters the
gas through a 0.05 mm diameter opening in a 0 .05 mm thick stainles s
steel foil .

When a gas target is used, the beam inlet opening presents a problem,
because of the difficulty in defining the exact boundary between the vacuum
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and the gas . With the present small opening, the vacuum in the accelerato r
is hardly affected . The gas molecules are therefore streaming out with a mean
free path of the order of many centimeters and a density which drops off
with distance so fast that the addition to the gas layer caused by the out -
streaming gas, when converted to the pressure inside the chamber, is smalle r
than the diameter of the opening, and therefore negligible .

Since the ion beam outside the opening easily contains up to 10 6 times
more particles than the number, which enters the chamber (normally abou t
10 3 per second), the scattering in the outstreaming gas is not negligible . An
antiscatter aperture, shown in fig . 5 in larger scale, reduces the number o f
scattered primary particles and recoil atoms, which otherwise would giv e
rise to a low energy background in the detector, to a nearly nondetectabl e
level.

The beam inlet opening is placed on a cylinder movable along the axia l
direction, so that the distance d to the grid can be varied, from zero to 40 mm .
d is measured with a micrometer to an accuracy of ± 0 .02 mm . By means of
a linear potentiometer mechanically connected to the cylinder an electri c
signal indicating the position is obtained . The cylinder is insulated to allo w
the use of a bias voltage .

The central wire in the detector is a 0 .11 mm diameter W-wire ; the outer
detector walls are 80 mm apart and have a length of 200 mm . By means o f
an a-source with a 3° collimation, the electron collection efficiency and th e
gas amplification were tested and found to be constant to better than 1 °I°
over the whole volume where ion pairs are formed by the primary particles .

The entrance opening to the detector has a diameter of 50 mm and i s
covered by a grid, formed by 0 .05 mm diameter Ni-wires spaced 0.5 mm.

To minimize disturbing effects from ionization of impurity atoms b y
metastable states of the detector gas atoms (Penning effect) the highest purit y
of the gas is essential . Double 0-ring seals were used everywhere in th e
apparatus and in the gas inlet system. The volume between any pair o f
0-rings was connected to high vacuum and thus no impurities could lea k
into the gas, which was taken from high pressure bottles with an impurity
content less than 0.01 °I 0 . The gas pressure, which ranged from 3 to 15 Torr ,
is stabilized to better than 1 part in 10 3 over periods of several hours by a
special oilmanometer system s' with both optical and electrical read-out o f

the oil level, and an electronically controlled leak valve 18. The system i s
held at 22°C + 0°.1 C .

The detector electronic system is standard equipment for pulsehandlin g
except for two special modules . One is the inlet control box, which ensures
that there is the same field strenght but in opposite directions on the two
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10 50 100 keV
Fig . 6 . Number of ion pairs formed in Methane by five different particles plotted as functions

of the particle energy .

sides of the entrance grid of the detector for all positions of the inlet system ,

wherefore electrons formed outside the detector volume are not collected o n

the detector wire .

A 512 channel pulse height analyser is used to analyse the pulse heigh t
distributions. But since the energy distribution often is unsymmetric, and
since a quick determination of the mean energy is essential, a special elec-
tronic unit, the C .M .C . 10 , was designed and connected to the pulse height
analyser . It permits a calculation of the center of mass channel number to

be made in less than 10 seconds and displayed on a scaler with an accurac y

of 0 .1 channel .

5 . The Energy Detector

With CH 4 as the detector gas the number of ion pairs Ni as a function of

the particle energy E was investigated in the energy range 10-420 keV fo r
particles with Z1 5 22 by MACDONALD and SIDENIus 20 . Figure 6 shows some
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typical examples of Ni = f (E) curves . Figure 7 gives the Ni dependency on
Z 1 for fixed energies and, as seen, the oscillations found in the measurements
of the pure electronic stopping4, 5, s, 7 also show up here .

This complex relation between Ni , E, G1 , which itself gives important
information about the slowing down of low energy heavy particles, involves
that, for the proper use, the detector must be calibrated for each particle-ga s
combination .

As seen in figure 7, the number of ion pairs formed by the very low
energy heavy particles is of the order of 10 to 100 and consequently th e
resolution of the detector is primarily determined by the statistical fluctua-
tions in these low numbers . At higher energies, the fluctuations in the different
energy loss processes will set the limit in resolution . The best resolution
obtained has been about 5 °f0 FW.H .M, for 50 keV H + in CH 4 .

The electronic noise from the preamplifier is almost without influence o n
the resolution, but sets the limit for the lowest energy, which can be detected .
To allow the detector to work with the lowest gas amplification, which gives
the most stable condition, a low noise preamplifier with a F .W.H .M . noise
of about 250 ion pairs is used . With a gas amplification of about 200 the puls e
height distributions from a mean value of 10 primary ion pairs are completel y
resolved from the noise .

With CH 4 as detector gas the gain stability is better than 0 .2 ° % 0 for severa l
hours, whereas other gases require the use of a gain stabilizer to give th e
saine stability .

6. Measuring Methods and Procedure

Two methods of stopping measurements are possible . In the variable
pulse height method (V .P.H .) the incident particle energy E1D is kept con-
stant and the shift in the average energy E 12 of the emerging particles i s
observed as a function of the stopping layer thickness d. In the constant
pulse height method (C .P.H .) the incident particle energy E 10 is adjusted as a
function of the stopping layer d so that the average energy E 12 of the emerging
particles is kept constant .

In principle the two methods should yield the same results, but the y
differ in their sensitivity to the multiple scattering effects, the V .P .H. metho d
being the more sensitive . Furthermore, the data analysis is much mor e
difficult for the V .P.H . method because the pulse height data must be con-

verted into energy data via the calibration curve ; this introduces unnecessary
errors. The V.P.H . method was therefore disregarded except for a few
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Fig. 7 . Number of ion pairs formed in Methane plotted as functions of the atomic number Z l o f
the incoming particle and with the energy as parameter.

measurements with protons for which the calibration curve is linear and for

which the V.P.H . method can be used to a somewhat lower energy than ca n

the C.P.H . method .

The particles are produced by the reconstructed, 30 year old Copen-

hagen isotope separator 21 ; now used as a modern universal range ion accele-

rator and separator (URIAS) 22 . The ions are mass analysed at a fixed energ y
Mat.Fys .iMedd .Dan .Vid.Selslz. 39, no . 4.

	

2
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and afterwards either retarded or post accelerated . Thereby it is possible t o
obtain singly charged particles of continuously variable energy from les s
than 1 keV up to 60 keV. For higher energies doubly or triply charged ion s
are used .

The ions are produced in a high temperature universal ion source 2 3

with an energy spread of less than than one electron volt . The energy of the
ions is measured with a digital voltmeter to an accuracy of + 0 .1 °/o .

After a suitable target gas pressure is set with d = 0, the particle energy
is set to the lowest value E l o, and the center of mass value NCMO for the im-
pulse height distribution is found using the C .M.G. The inlet system is the n
displaced one millimeter and the particle energy adjusted until NCM1 read
approximately the saine as NcMo, and both d, E 11 and NCM1 are recorded .

This procedure is repeated for increasing distances until the E12 distri-
bution becomes so broad that the low energy tail extends down to the noise .
d is then turned back to zero and the stability of the system checked through
the measurement of NCMO at energy E 1o .

A new value of E l o is then chosen, well inside the energy range covere d
in the first run, and the measurements are repeated .

The E 1 data are corrected for the small difference between NCM °
and NCMn

,Eln = Ein + Elo

	

NcMn1 -
NCM o

the dEf dx for each 1 mm step increment is found a s

dE fdx = El	 (n+I) -Eln
dx

and the data are normalized for different pressures etc . by converting the m
into the molecular stopping cross section Sx, the average energy loss per
stopping molecule .

The statistical fluctuations in Sx from these small values of dx and dE
is normally rather large, up to ± 10 0/0 , but they are useful for an estimate o f
the quality of the measurements . Another test of the quality of the measure-
ments is obtained by the requirement that the various (Ei, d) curves corres-
ponding to different El, starting values must accurately fit together to for m
a smooth curve . Figure 8 shows, as an example, curves for Nitrogen stoppe d
in Methane . Not all the single curves used to obtain the final curve are shown .
The points from the different measurements are scattered less than 1 °/o in th e

(20)

(21)
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Fig . 8 . Primary energy, E;, plotted as function of distance, d, for constant mean energy afterth e
stopping layer. The curves corresponding to different starting values (dotted lines) are fitted

together to form the final energy-range curve (full line) for Nitrogen stopped in Methane .
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Fig . 9 . Low energy part of the stopping cross section curve for Nitrogen stopped in Methane.
Points are from the data analysis described in the text, crosses are from a differentiation of th e

final curve in figure 8 .

low energy range and less than 1 1 2 °Jo in the high energy range . Points from

two sets of measurements with pressures of 3 .20 and 6 .40 Torr are shown .
Figure 9 shows the low energy part of the stopping cross section curv e

for Nitrogen slowed down in CH 4. A rather narrow structure, at approxima-

tely 10 keV, is seen . The points are from the data analysis described, bu t

using values of dx from 3 to 6 min, and the average spread around th e

smooth curve is about + 2 .5 °J0 . As a comparison a differentiation of the
final energy-range curve in figure 8 yielded results shown as circled crosses ;

there is satisfactory agreement between the results found by the two differen t

analysing methods.

7 . Systematic and Statistical Error s

In the C.P.H . method a calibration curve is, in principle, not needed,

but due to the nonlinear pulse height-energy relation a systematic error is
introduced . With increasing stopping layer thickness the energy distributio n

becomes wider due to the straggling and if two distribution curves having th e

same center of mass but different widths are each folded with the same non-
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linear function the resulting curves will not have the same center of mass .

Therefore to the main pulse height amplifier was added a variable nonlinea r

stage, which served to straighten the pulse height-energy curve to a linear

curve without any loss in the overall stability .

As previously shown, a systematic error arises from recoils reaching th e

main detector . However, the detector reduction effect and the use of the

C.P.H . method reduce this error to less than 5 to 10 °fo of the elastic stoppin g
except for the first one or two mm stopping layer .

Any possible systematic error will be strongly dependent on the stoppin g

layer thickness . The best estimate of their influence is obtained by measure-

ments of dEf dR data for the same mean energy but measured with differen t
layer thicknesses and at different distances from the grid .

As shown in figure 8 and 9, except for the first one or two mm of stoppin g

layer such differences in stopping data were found to be smaller than th e
statistical uncertainties . For the present measurements in GB 4, it is estimated

that in the region from 3 to 10 keV the systematic error is less than -5 to

+15 °/o, from 10 to 30 keV less than -3 to +10 O/, and from 30 up to 12 0

keV less than - 2 to + 4 °fo.

The statistical fluctuation in the mean value of the E 12 distribution

varies from +0.5 °/o at low energies to +0 .2 0 /0 at high energies . Since dE
is determined as the difference between two nearly equal numbers, (dE is
normally less than 10 0 / 0 of E 12 except at low energies) the fluctuation in dE

and therefore in the stopping power ranges from +2 .5 °f o to +7 0 / 0 depending

on the magnitude of dE and E 12 .

All the present stopping cross section curves are results of many repeate d
measurements carried out with different pressures .

8. Results and Discussio n

There are several reasons for choosing the most simple hydrocarbon ,

CH 4, as stopping gas . Firstly it is found to give optimum stability of the de-

tector, secondly the content of the light H-atoms decreases the scattering an d
recoil effects, and finally the slowing-down of particles in hydrocarbons ha s
great interest for the application of the stopping data in health physics an d

radiation damage theory, J . A. DENNls24, 2
5

As particles the first ten elements in the periodic system were used . The
energy ranged from 0 .6 keV up to 110 keV .

The data obtained are the total mean stopping power for the projecte d

path given by formula (2) and they are not directly comparable with the
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theory, which refers to the mean stopping along the actual path, as given b y
formula (1) . Since no theoretical calculation of the total mean stopping fo r
the projected path is available, no attempt was made to correct neither the
experimental nor the theoretical data . But a correction of the theoretica l
curve would in all cases have resulted in an increase in the stopping cros s
section especially at low energy . Still, the theoretical curves, calculated from
L .S .S . 3, will be of interest for comparison and they are therefore in all case s
shown together with the experimental results .

For protons the stopping cross section curve from 0 .6 up to 60 keV i s
shown in figure 10, together with other experimental results and the theoreti -
cal curve which is only valid up to about 15 keV . The agreement between th e
present results and those of Reynolds et al . 26 and PARK and ZIMMERMAN 27

is excellent, whereas a systematic disagreement exists with the measurement s
of HUGHES28. The explanation seems to be that HUGHES has used an ion
source giving a high output of H2 instead of H+ and he has not used an ana -
lysing magnet. Much better agreement would be obtained if his energy scal e
was divided by two !

The stopping cross section for Helium ions was measured in the energ y
interval from 3 to 60 keV and is shown in figure 10 . The theoretical curves
for Helium and for the heavier particles to be discussed later were calculated
as the sum of the nuclear and electronic stopping cross sections of the Carbo n
atom and the four Hydrogen atoms .

S t = Snc + Sec + 4SnH + 4SeH .

	

(22)

The agreement between the present results and the theory and the result s
of J . T . PARK29

could have been better, but at least the slope is about th e
same . PARK has used a very small analyser acceptance angle and this ma y

be the reason for the discrepancy between the two experimental results .
At low energies, two interesting effects are observed . One is the bump in

the curve at about 10 keV which seems to indicate some kind of resonanc e
effect in the losses . Secondly, in disagreement with theory, the experimenta l
curve does not level out below 5 keV .

That the latter is not a result of a systematic error is proved by the fac t
that no such effect is found for the two Lithium isotopes, as shown in figure 11 .
The agreement with the point of TEPLOVA et al . 30 is reasonably good . The

magnitudes of the experimental and theoretical values differ strongly, bu t
this may be explained by difference in the electronic stopping . More impor-

tant, the general behaviour of the two sets of curves is the same ; note especi-
ally the crossing caused by the isotope effect .
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50 KeV 70
Fig . 10 . Stopping cross sections for Hydrogen and Helium stopped in Methane . The curve s
marked 1 give the results of the present experimental investigations whereas 2 are the theoretica l
estimates . Other experimental results are : 3, REYNOLDS et alas , 4, PARI{ and ZIMMERMANN 27 ,

5, S . HuGHES28, and 6, J . T. PARx29.

Results for particles ranging from Beryllium to Neon are shown in

figure 12 and 13 . For all the particles the experimental stopping cross sectio n

at low energy is much lower than the theoretically predicted . A most strikin g
feature is the pronounced structure in the curves for Nitrogen and for Car -
bon. If this structure is caused by the nuclear stopping one should expect a

similar structure to appear for the neighbouring elements more pronounce d

than is the case ; therefore the electronic stopping must be responsible for the
structure . The broader structure of the Fluorine and the Neon curves rathe r

seems to belong to the same type as the Helium curve .
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*

10 50 100 KeV 120
Fig . 11 . Stopping cross sections for the two Lithium isotopes stopped in Methane . Curve set 1
gives the results of the present experiments whereas curve set 2 represents the theory . Point 3

is the experimental result by TEPLOVA et al . i0 .

The agreement with the data of TEPLOVA et al. for Boron could hav e
been better, whereas for Nitrogen there is surprisingly good agreement wit h

the data of HUGHES, though these might have been expected, like for hydro -

gen, to be in error due to a dominating beam of doubly charged ions .

In figure 14 all the experimental results are shown together .

9. Deduction of the Electronic Stopping Cross Sectio n

In the present investigations experimental values for the total stopping
cross section were obtained . If we take the values for the various particle s

at a selected common velocity and subtract the corresponding theoretica l

values from L .S .S . 3 of the nuclear stopping cross section, values for the elec -

tronic stopping cross section Se may be obtained .
The resulting values of Se for particles with the velocity v = 0 .5 v o =

1 .09 . 1 0 8 cm s-I are plotted in figure 15 together with the theoretical estimate s
of Se by L.S.S . 3 . Contrary to the smooth shape of the latter, the experimenta l

values exhibit an oscillatory variation, for which the magnitudes of the
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1 0
Fig . 12 . Stopping cross sections for Berylium, Boron, Carbon and Nitrogen stopped in Methane .
The curves marked 1 give the results of the present experiments, 2, are the theoretical estimates .

Other experimental results are : 3, TEPLOVA et al . 30 and 4, S . HuGHES28 .
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Fig . 13 . Stopping cross sections for Oxygen, Fluorine and Neon stopped in Methane . The curves
marked 1 give the results of the present experiments and 2 are the theoretical estimates.
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Fig . 14 . Experimental total mean stopping cross sections for the first ten elements stopped in

Methane .

maxima and minima are in good agreement with measurements in other

gases by HVPLPLUND° .

At the selected velocity the theoretical nuclear stopping ranges, for th e

light particles from 10 0 / 0 of the total experimental stopping up to 50 °fo for

the heavy particles . Since the nuclear stopping seems to be overestimated by
the theory (se next chapter) the deduced values for Se are probably too low

especially for the heavy particles . On the other hand the theoretical valu e

refer to the actual path of the particle and the experimental value refer t o
the projected path, this causing the obtained values for Se to be too high. The

uncertainties in the values of Se will therefore be of the order of + 10 °/o fo r

the light particles up to + 30 0 / 0 for the heavy particles .

10 50
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10. The Nuclear Stopping Cross Section

The ultimate aim of the present experiment is to obtain information o n

the nuclear stopping. Since the nuclear stopping is most dominating in th e

stopping of the heavist particles, Neon shall be used as example in th e

following analysis . To learn about the nuclear stopping we might use th e
reverse of the procedure for deducing the electronic stopping, i .e . we might
assume the theoretical value of the electronic stopping to be correct and

subtract it from the experimental values of the total stopping . However sinc e
for Neon the experimental value of Se in all measurements has been foun d

to be much smaller than the theoretical estimate, the use of the latter withou t

correction is not reasonable . Instead, two different values, Se1 and See of

the electronic stopping stopping cross section have been tried . Se, is the
theoretical value from L.S .S . 3 , multiplied by the ratio between the presen t
measured value and the theoretical value for the total stopping cross sectio n

at 120 keV . See is the theoretical value multiplied by a factor obtained fro m

measurements of the stopping of Neon in Air, HVELPLUND 6 , and the stopping
of Neon in Nitrogen, ORMROD 31 . Their measurements lead to almost the

same ratio between the experimental and the theoretical values for the total

stopping .
In figure 16 the resulting curves are shown. The choise between Sej and

See is seen to be of importance for the experimental value of Sn at high
energy, but rather unimportant for the position and magnitude of the maxima .

Judging from the curves at high energies, where the slope of Sne too quickly

approaches zero, Set is a better choice than See . The general shapes of th e
two curves Snl and Sn t (curves 7 and 3) are in reasonable agreement, bu t
the magnitudes and positions of the maxima differ .

Table 1 gives the ratios between the maximum values of the experimen-
tal and theoretical nuclear stopping cross sections, rs, = Sn l /Snt, and the
ratios of the energies corresponding to these maxima, rÊ = Ên l /Ênt, for the six

TABLE 1 .

z l r : s‘

	

Snl/Snt ri' = E n1 l -8 n t

Boron	 0 .46 2 . 5

Carbon	 0 .55 2 .3

Nitrogen	 0 .59 2 . 8

Oxygen	 0 .61 3 . 0

Fluorin	 0 .66 1 . 7

Neon	 0 .61 2 .7
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Fig . 15 . Electronic stopping cross sections . 1 are the present

theoretical value from L .S .S . 3 .

120
X10' S te '
eVcm

	

- -
100 1 '-

Fig. 16 . Deduction of the pure nuclear stopping cross section . The curves are : 1, experimental
total stopping Sx ; 2, theoretical total stopping S t , 3, theoretical nuclear stopping Snt from L .S .S . 3 ;
4 and 5, reduced theoretical electronic stopping curves Se1 and Ses, respectively ; 6 and 7, experi -
mental nuclear stopping curves Sne and Sn 1 , obtained from curve 1 by subtracting See and Se t,

respectively .

10
experimental results and 2 the
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heaviest elements, which were measured . The experimental maximum value s
of Sn are about half the theoretically predicted, and the maxima are experi-

mentally found to lie at energies from two to three times higher than theoretic -
ally predicted .

To take into account possible systematic errors, the uncertainty in th e
Se-value and in determining the exact position of the maximum, we estimat e
uncertainties of the order of + 30 °I, for rs and rÊ .

No correction for the difference between the projected range and th e
actual path length was applied . It should be pointed out, that therefore th e
difference between the theoretical and the measured values of the stoppin g
cross sections, especially in the low energy range, may be expected to be even
larger .

In the paper preceding L.S.S . 3 (Notes on Atomic Collisions 1) 32 stopping
cross section curves for three screened Coulomb potentials were given . In
addition to the curve corresponding to the THOMAS-FERMI potential, which

was chosen in the further development of the stopping theory, curves corres-
ponding to a LENZ-JENSEN potential and a BOHR potential were given,
(figure 7, Ref . 32) . Comparing them to the THOMAS-FERMI curve, in the sam e
way as the experimental results, they are both found to have rs values of
about 0.88, and the LENZ-JENSEN curve has ri = 1 .6 and the BOHR curve
hasri=2 .5 .

Unpublished stopping power measurements by HVELPLuND 33 and recent
range measurements by NEILSON et al 34 in the r-range in which the nuclear
stopping is dominating, also suggest that the nuclear stopping is overestimated
by L.S .S . 3 and that the application of an other potential will give a better
agreement between theory and experiment .

11 . Conclusion

By applying the proportional detector technique, stopping cross sectio n
measurements were extended to very low energies and nearly all the problem s
connected with the fractionization effects and partly the problem connecte d
with the recoil effect were solved .

The obtained complex results show that an extension of the measure-

ments would be highly interesting, especially by using noble gases as stopping
media and heavier ions as particles .
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